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any of the rescue facilities and shelters we work with take in dogs
transported here from high-kill shelters across the country. Sadly, we
haven’t had the room to accept any. When I get an email from a transport
organization, I usually open it long enough to respond that we don’t have room for
dogs.
But when I opened one recently, there was a picture of Della with her eight
pups, and she was looking right into my eyes. She had me. I knew we had foster
homes that were just
waiting to be able to take in
PARVO-STRICKEN PUP
puppies again, and I knew
they would be adopted fast. For the first time, we accepted the transports. CVAR
would be the second-to-last stop on their long journey from Oklahoma.
The foster families arrived, excited for the van to come with their new, temporary family members. But a healthy
litter of eight pups and Mom did not come. Instead, there was Della, who was just happy to get out of the van, and three
cages of her once-healthy eight puppies that were covered in ticks, vomit and diarrhea, some so weak
See Page 2
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hanks to the continued hard work of all of our
incredible volunteers and all of our contributors, we
had another great, lifesaving year.
Our main building is
receiving several needed
updates. We’re installing
new, energy-efficient
Sara Penhallegon
windows and a new heating
system for our cat rooms. Many of the roof panels over the
FIV Cat and Small Animal Room outdoor spaces were
missing or broken. The rabbits and cats were not happy.
Now they have a new roof! And we’ll be adding a seasonal
yard for the iguanas and parrots. We are so excited!
We’re working to fix our chronic water shortage issues
with new gutters and rain catchment systems. Plans for a
new well are also in the works.
The Washington State Department of Fish and Wildlife
has approved a grant for a 100-foot wildlife enclosure that
will be able to house multiple species, including medium to

Letter from
the Director

large mammals, plus large birds and raptors. That will be
underway soon. In the meantime, we’re working on a
beautiful, new, educational
flight enclosure that will
soon house a red-tailed
hawk and a Swainson’s
hawk, longtime educational
birds at the Northwest
Raptor Center.
I continue to work with
Partners for Wildlife as a mentor for the new Fellows in the
program, which works hard to improve the welfare of
animals in rehabilitation and educational settings.
The work is non-stop. We join with law enforcement to
actively rescue abandoned or abused animals, hold lowcost spay/neuter clinics, educate the public about animal
concerns, network with other rescue organizations and
more. We are here because we are needed and because of
your support! Thank you all!
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And They Call It Puppy Love …

From Page 1

they could stand for only seconds at a time. I knew that smell only too well, and soon a test confirmed my fears:
parvovirus! I had never before faced dealing with eight parvo puppies all at once. It was surreal!
We needed to dive in and get to work, one pup at a time. The foster families helped clean and hold each one for
treatments. Fluids, antibiotics and nausea medication were started, and lab work was drawn and sent out. The
weakest were kept on IV’s of electrolytes and sugar and placed on heating pads, since they were so debilitated they
could not keep their body temperatures up without help.
The three most debilitated pups had shared the same cage on the long ride. The smallest was a black female
with a white chest. One of the other two, a male, died the next day. But
the female was a fighter and was not going to give up easily.
Center Valley Animal Rescue
For several weeks, she was in clinic on IV’s. A large abscess found
Board of Directors
on her abdomen was suspected to have been caused by one of the tick
Director: Sara Penhallegon, LVT
bites which got infected. The infection also caused a large area of skin
Treasurer: Marty Penhallegon
on her mid-section to slough off. After a blood transfusion, she
Secretary: Trinitie Vance
regained enough strength so that we could syringe-feed her.
Board Members: Connie Graham; Joanne
The other pups recovered and were ready to go to a foster home, but
Mackey; Jan Richards, DVM; Jim Worthington
little Bella was stuck here with me and her stuffed animals in the
Board Advisors: Dr. Joel Cuthbert; John Mackey,
medical room. Mary, a retired veterinarian, began helping me with
CPA; Dr. Robert Nathan
CVAR Staff: Linda Johnson (admin asst.), Leanna
Swane (admin and animal care asst.), Jonathan
Santangelo (animal care asst.)
Special thanks to our volunteer veterinarians:
Joel Cuthbert, Jan Richards, Robert Nathan

Bella. We were having a hard time getting her to eat anything on her
own, so Mary began to cook chicken for her. The pup loved it!
But soon she stopped eating the chicken, and this emaciated pup,
whose condition had somewhat improved, had us

See Page 8
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Mission Statement
Center Valley Animal Rescue is committed
to providing safe harbor and rehabilitation
for unwanted, injured or abandoned
domesticated and wild animals, thereby
decreasing the number of unnecessary
euthanasias performed. We believe all
creatures have inherent value, a right to life,
and are entitled to have their basic needs
met in a kind and caring manner. Center
Valley Animal Rescue is dedicated to finding
loving homes for all adoptable animals in our
care. We offer permanent sanctuary to the
domestic animals that cannot be adopted
and the rehabilitation and release of wild
animals.

A SURREAL STORY
OF SICKNESS, DANGER
AND A DRAMATIC RESCUE

RILEY AND HER NEW PUP BELLA
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n emergency call at 4 a.m. got me up and moving. An officer had a
coyote pup in a box and was about 5 miles away. I was heading for my
truck when the excited officer drove up, burst out of his car and exclaimed,
“This is the cutest thing ever!”
A driver had been coming over Mount Walker when a family of coyotes
bounded across the road. The driver hit the brakes and breathed a sigh of
relief when he saw that he’d missed them.
Arriving home, his eye caught the sight of fur in the bumper of his car. But
it was more than just fur. It was attached to a whole coyote! He had hit one,
and it was now lodged in the bumper and needed to be extracted.
As I looked at the pup, it was in rough shape and looked very broken. I
HURT AND SCARED warned the officer this may not have a good outcome.
Pain and shock were stabilized, and the pup was placed on a heating pad
and given oxygen before X-rays could safely be taken. I was sure the X-rays were going to reveal unrepairable
injuries, but to my delight, I was wrong! After looking at the films, our vet, Dr. Joel Cuthbert, said the dislocated
front leg should heal well with a
cast, as well as the broken hind leg.
However, it was going to be a long
By Sara Penhallegon
road to recovery for the scared pup.
After seven weeks of rest in a stall-like setting, the pup recovered enough to have her casts removed. But
her legs were atrophied, and she didn’t want to use her hind leg. With a domestic animal, we would do physical
therapy, but for this wily coyote, that was not a feasible option. Her therapy would have to be running away
from me whenever I went in to take care of her.
A week later, she was moved to an outdoor enclosure where she was much happier. In just a matter of
days, she was climbing the 9-foot tall enclosure and weaving her way through the blackberries. After about two
or three weeks, it was hard to tell which legs had
been injured. Soon she was hunting and proving
she was ready to go.
She was taken back to Mount Walker, a good
distance away from the road and humans, and
released.
READY TO RUN FREE
Coyotes are an important part of our
environment and are highly adaptable animals.
Their span covers most of North America. They are
omnivores, eating both plants and animals, and are
wonderful at rodent control. These are very familybased and social animals. We hope, in returning
this pup to the same general area from which she
came, she can rejoin her family.
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FERAL CATS FROM THE KINGSTON COLONY

Cats Here, Cats There, Cats and Kittens Everywhere! *

A

t least it wasn’t hundreds of cats, although it could have been in a short amount of time. A feral colony of 69
cats were in a single neighborhood in Kingston, many of them pregnant. None of the cats were spayed or neutered.
In August, a man and his son contacted CVAR, which stepped in to get them all sorted, spayed or neutered, then
gave complete health checks, tests, vaccinations, flea treatment and wormer – all during a three-week period. Not
all of the furry clients were pleased with being handled. Forty of them were very wild and were placed in barn homes
after they completed their medical work-ups and surgery.
Seven of the scared, semi-feral young cats went to the Clallam Bay Corrections Center cat program in hopes
that the inmates could tame and socialize them. They also got some of the little kittens, as did some of our foster
homes.
We are grateful to PAWS of Bainbridge, which took five of the pregnant cats for immediate spays, as well as
seven of the cats that we had treated.
Huge thanks to our veternarians for all those surgeries! Abundant thanks to our volunteers who were heroic in
caring for all those extra cats here at CVAR! And thank you so much to our caring fosters and the Clallam Bay inmates who helped these little ones move on to be adopted.
And special thanks to you, our donors, who helped pay the $5,500 cost for food and medical services.
* From “Millions of Cats” by Wanda Gag

Your Invitation to Come Help the Animals
CVAR is in need of helping hands! The cats, dogs, small animals, farm animals and exotics count on you
and us to keep them healthy and happy, and this is the time of year we especially need help. The
fundraising committee seeks a chairperson as well as new members, and a coordinator for newsletter
distribution is needed. These are just a few of the volunteer opportunities. Consider becoming a volunteer
with a friend or family member so you can help out together. Orientations are held monthly. Please call
360-765-0598 or email volunteer@centervalleyanimalrescue.org to sign up.
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concrete. He was only 4 months old, so he was literally a
By Pat Todd
baby. I had to clean up after him, make sure he was fed and
ogi is a 10-year-old cat who is FIV positive and had
have patience when he ran across my face at 4 in the
skin cancer near his right eye. The cancer surgery left
morning. It was great.” Danny laughed at the recollection.
that eye at a tilt, giving him an aura of mystery. Susan
Susan added, “He checked cat care books out of the
really had doubts about adopting this cat. But her son,
library so he could care for the cat as best as possible.”
Danny, was insistent.
After a few weeks, Danny and
Yogi was one of the cats who
Waldo settled into their new lives.
went to prison as part of the cat
“When he would first
program at Clallam Bay Corrections
wake up, he’d meow
Center (CBCC). There, he would
and meow because
spend time with inmates getting
he wanted me to give him a back
socialized and trained. That’s where
rub and love him. He was totally
Danny met Yogi.
happy. I named him Wild Bill
Danny had been in solitary
Evans ‘cuz he was still a little
confinement before being
wild, but he was a huge lover. He
transferred to a pod that had cats.
didn’t hide anymore, and he
He was skeptical about the idea of
cuddled with me about 10 hours a
having one, but then he started
day.”
playing with his neighbor’s cat –
Susan asked her son, “What
Yogi. “When this cat let me pet him,
would that have been like to
it was like … man! The
spend time without the cat?”
companionship! It was just night and
Danny replied, “It would be boring
day. I had this cat in my arms, and
without him. It’s like having a cell
he was loving me and licking me,
mate. There’s another living little
and it’s like my heart just opened
guy in there. I mean, you have
up!”
YOGI HAS A HOME NOW
relationships with people on the
Three times a day, inmates and
outside, like a girl friend or a mom, but it’s not physical. I’d
cats have 45 minutes in the day room. That’s when Danny
recommend to anybody that’s doing time to get a cat or a
played with Yogi. And he decided he wanted to have a cat.
dog.”
“You need to apply to have a cat, so I got the
Susan reflected on her son’s experience: “What I
application. It asked about any pet experience and laid out
noticed was that it seemed like your energy and focus were
the ground rules,” he said. “The inmate needs to take care
more positive. It’s brought out a more tender side of you.
of the cat and clean up after them. I think they also look to
We’d talk and email about those cats every day.”
see if anything stands out that shows the inmate shouldn’t
“Yeah. Absolutely,” Danny said. “These cats can
be around animals.”
completely open your heart. I was ready to get out and do
Danny was approved. Yogi and his litter box, dishes,
good. I knew then that I was still capable of loving and
food, treats and toys were moved into Danny’s 9’x12’ cell.
being loved back. It wasn’t all about prison or politics or
But after two days, Yogi was transferred back to CVAR.
drugs anymore.”
“Then I had a little cat named Waldo who was 4
But why did he insist they adopt Yogi? Susan
months old,” Danny said. “He came from a place where
answered: “Danny told me, ‘Mom, this cat has been here for
there were 60 other cats. He didn’t have any human
so long, and he hasn't done anything wrong to deserve it.
interaction, so I was his first human. When he came in the
He doesn't deserve a life sentence! He needs a home!’”
cell, he was shaking. He was scared to death. When I’d
Yogi now has his home and new buddies to love.
leave the cell, he’d hide between the mattress and the

Y

ADOPTION TALES
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By Karen Nordstrom

I

first heard about Center
Valley Animal Rescue
when I started working at the Washington Department of
Fish & Wildlife in Port Townsend. WDFW relies on CVAR’s
Sara Penhallegon, a licensed wildlife
rehabilitator, to take in animals that need
care.
One day, my co-worker told me about
the domestic rabbits at CVAR. She had just
been to their holiday open house and
described the rabbit’s area as a “bunny
haven.” My husband and I have had two
sets of house rabbits over the last 20 years,
so I made a mental note to visit. When our
last senior rabbit passed away, we brought
her Timothy hay to CVAR and met the
rabbits living in Stephanie’s Barn, and I
decided to volunteer!
At first, I was just going to be a “fill-in”
on days when other volunteers couldn’t
make it in, but after my first day, I knew I wanted to come
back every week. The rabbits are lovable, and many like
to be petted. I heard that some of them had a rough start
before arriving here, so it’s nice to see them running

M

through their
tunnel, stretching
out in a sunbeam,
and taking care of each other. It was difficult to tell them
apart at first, but now I know who’s who by their unique
traits and personalities. I’ve started
giving them nicknames: “Curly” has
curly whiskers, and the “The Guard
Rabbit” likes to sit on the edge of the
yard looking out on the pasture, as if on
duty. When I brought in a new wooden
shelter, "The Guard Rabbit" was the first
to investigate it and immediately
stretched out underneath it, as if to let
everyone know it was OK.
It was also rewarding to help bond
two indoor rabbits who had been living
in separate quarters. They became
friends and were adopted to a good
home together!
I always feel happy after spending time
with the rabbits and seeing all of the
other animals being helped at CVAR. We’re so fortunate
to have this organization on the peninsula, and I highly
recommend volunteering there.

ary Howden, known by everyone at CVAR as Little Mary, was an
incredible dynamo around the ranch for many years. Her first love
was the cats. For several years, she worked alongside Stephanie Hawley,
Marti Yaden and others who all became close friends. As her health
turned, she moved from cat care to office work. She added in helping
with various clinics and always served as the cashier/ticket seller at
CVAR’s annual summer and holiday celebrations.
“She was such a kind, dear soul,” Stephanie recalled. “If I had to tell
one story, it would be her bond with Alex, the blind poodle that she
adopted from CVAR.”
“As her health declined,” added Marti, “she’d find she felt better when
with the animals.” When Little Mary was confined at home, Sara would
visit and take their dog, Thor, with her. Mary was delighted to see Thor.
“CVAR kept her going,” Marti said. “It meant so much to her.”
It meant so much to her that when she travelled, she would take a pile of CVAR newsletters and leave them
all along the route in any establishment that would take them.
CVAR will miss her feistiness, her dedication and her heartfelt tenderness for the animals.
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TOWNSEND BIG-EARED
BAT: FRAGILE PATIENT

Shooting Lead into Deer
Ends Up Killing Eagles

L
Trying to Save Bats’ Lives
Can Drive You … Batty!
Bats are amazing insect eaters. One bat can
catch and eat up to 1,200 mosquitoes in just one
hour! Each and every bat is important to our ecosystem, but sadly, bat numbers are steadily declining. Typically, a female bat gives birth to only
one pup a year.
We have had 20 bats come in for rehabilitation this year. Why? In most cases, they are
caught by cats, stuck in sticky fly traps or are
displaced babies. All come with challenges for a
rehabilitator.
Last year was the first time we had bat babies come in, and we were not successful in raising them. This year, 10 pups have come in! I had
my work cut out for me. Our new incubator was a
life saver, but still, these babies needed a lot of
care and time. Injectable fluids on hairless babies
that are about 1 inch long can be tedious; hand
feeding specially mixed formula is no easier.
Despite weeks of hard work, many died. I had
been communicating with a great team of other
rehabilitators who made me realize I was not
alone. Baby bats are tough to raise. Simulating a
wild bat mama is not easy!
Finally, months of hard work paid off. Two
young Little Brown Bats were released in Port
Ludlow to the colony from which they came.
That’s two more who will be eating 1,200 mosquitoes an hour!

— Sara Penhallegon

ead, a naturally occurring element with no functional role in a
plant or animal’s system, is extremely toxic to birds. The
University of Minnesota’s Raptor Center admits over 100 injured
and ill bald eagles each
year. On average, 25-30
percent of these eagles are
documented to have lead
toxicity. Most of these
majestic birds die or are
humanely euthanized to
alleviate their extreme
suffering.
Research has shown
that lead toxicity in eagles
and other avian scavengers
is strongly correlated with
The Doctor is
deer hunting season.
Eagles and other raptors
Dr. Julia Ponder, DVM, MPH;
are exposed to lead through University of Minn. Raptor Center;
Partners for Wildlife
ingestion of gut piles or
unrecovered deer
contaminated with spent ammunition. Each year in the upper
Midwest alone, over half a million deer are harvested, with leadbased products being the most commonly used ammunition.
Lead-core rifle bullets fragment into hundreds of pieces upon
impact and have been found up to 18 inches from the site of the
wound. When eagles and other avian scavengers consume gut
piles left on the landscape, they ingest a potentially deadly meal.
Even at very low levels of exposure, birds show signs of toxicity,
including gastrointestinal dysfunction, neurological impairment,
depression, seizures, weakness and death.
What you can do? Fortunately, there is a solution. Many
effective, non-lead alternatives to lead-based ammunition are now
available, with more coming on the market every year.
Replacing lead ammunition with a non-lead option is a
responsible choice that eliminates exposure of eagles and other
wildlife to a potent toxin. It also results in venison for human
consumption that is not contaminated with lead.

In
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emember the
story from last year
when we were called
by the Sheriff’s
Department to rescue
neglected, starving
bison? The defendant
finally was convicted
on eight counts of
first-degree animal
cruelty. Good job to
all involved: the Jefferson County Prosecutor’s Office,
the Sheriff’s Office and everyone who helped us with
the care and transport of the bison.
The seven adult bison
are doing great at the
Cleveland Amory Black
Beauty Ranch in Texas, a
globally accredited sanctuary. Between the legal
battles and logistics, it was a long journey to get to
this point. Care for the bison that were finally healthy
was no easy feat, and neither was transporting them.
We hired a transport to haul them to Texas at an
$8,000 price tag. Two of the bison refused to load,
crushing corrals, and Sara and Megan narrowly
escaped injury as they tried and failed to get them on
board.

A few days later,
Sara and her
husband, Robert,
finally loaded them
and drove for over 25
hours straight to
meet up with the rest
of the herd, which
was waiting in South
Dakota. After a short
layover there, they
NO LONGER SUFFERING
continued the journey
to Texas. No more worries about not having enough to
eat, proper medical care, or a place to live again. This
is a very happy ending for these magnificent animals
that had suffered at the
hands of humans for many
years. The baby, Tatanka,
still resides with his buddy
Benson, Sara and her horses.
Reuniting him with the other bison was not
successful and became too dangerous for him, as well
as the caretaker. He is doing well but proving to be a
challenge, as he can be very destructive. Long-term
plans remain uncertain at this time, but he seems
happy, and Sara is working hard to keep up with his
housing needs and repairing the effects of his
mischief.

Bison Finally Safe

And now, the Puppy-Love Happy Ending … From Page 2
puzzled. Mary knew what the doctor ordered and took her home. It turned out that at this stage of her recovery,
what she needed was love and attention. She soon had Mary and her partner wrapped around her little paw.
The more love she got, the more she ate, and the more she ate, the more personality she showed. She was a
happy puppy and ready for a family of her own.
This was a very special pup, and we were delighted when one of our volunteer families, Riley and her mom
Laurie, decided to adopt her. Bella is a first pet for Riley and her twin little brothers and couldn’t be more loved!
She is living the life every puppy deserves and has made Riley (see Page 2 photo) a very happy little girl.

— Sara Penhallegon
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Woman’s Legacy Helps Felines
Karen McKee, who died in 2017, was an artist, pioneer and avid gardener, and she
had a deep love of animals and nature. She adopted a cat from CVAR several
years ago and had donated her own self-made jewelry for us to use in fundraising.
We recently received word that in her will, Karen included
a generous donation to CVAR. Beacause she was
someone who loved cats, Karen’s gift was used
for several cat area improvements, such as the
new heating system and roof repair over their
outside “catio.”
Her legacy will continue to support CVAR as it will also be used to
establish the CVAR Endowment Fund. This fund will be restricted to the
purpose of sustaining CVAR well into the future. As
the fund grows over time, its earnings
will be used to help with immediate
needs and the operational
expenditures of CVAR.
Please consider CVAR now and in your estate planning. We
appreciate all gifts whether they are targeted to your own
special interest, general support, or to the Endowment
Fund. Each gift can make a big impact in the world of each animal
that comes through our doors.

Grateful Thanks to All Sponsors for Our Annual Fundraiser
Theresa Percy and Bob Rogers
Jean-Marie Trascio
Pat Todd and Ken Hanson
and these sponsors …

Dr. Ginny Johnson

Wildlife in Rehab

Calendar

Wildlife animals brought in for
Rehab as of November 2019:
Bats
Small Birds
Medium Birds
Chipmunks
Coyotes
Deer
Eagles
Geese
Owls
Opossums

20
13
11
6
2
16
3
2
3
10

Osprey
Otter
Porcupine
Rabbits
Raccoons
Red Tail Hawk
Reptile
Misc. rodents
Seagulls
Squirrels

2
2
1
16
48
1
1
15
2
27

Dec 7: Holiday Open House at
CVAR
Dec 14-15: Chimacum Arts &
Crafts Fair, Chimacum Schools
April 25, 2020: CVAR’s “For the
Love of Animals” auction event
at the Northwest Maritime
Center, Port Townsend

Critter Count
Animals available for adoption:
Alpaca
Small birds
Cats
Chinchillas
Dogs
Emu
Ferret
Goats
Guinea pigs
Horses

1
2
68
2
3
1
1
5
4
7

Iguanas
5
Llamas
2
Parrots
1
Pig
1
Poultry
11
Reptile:
1
Rabbits
30
Sheep
18
Turtles/tortoises 5
Total:
168

Come See Us!
Hours: We are open to
the public for tours and
adoptions every Friday,
Saturday and Sunday
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Center Valley Animal Rescue
Visit our Website: centervalleyanimalrescue.org
Email us: info@centervalleyanimalrescue.org

